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ABSTRACT
A review of published test results indicates that the lateral drift capacity of slender (hw/lw ≥ 2.0),
reinforced concrete structural walls depends primarily on the configuration and quantity of
provided boundary transverse reinforcement (Ash), compression depth (c), wall thickness (b), and
wall length (lw). Given that ACI 318-14 does not consider all of these factors, equivalent
performance is not expected for all walls that satisfy ACI provisions, and drift capacity can vary
by more than a factor of two, and in some cases, slender walls may fail prior to achieving the
drift demand determined from ASCE 7 analysis approaches (including NL-RHA). A limited set
of test results were used to demonstrate the sensitivity of wall drift capacity to various
parameters and to identify critical parameters impacting wall lateral drift capacity. Subsequently,
a database was developed with results from more than 150 tests to develop a robust expression to
predict wall lateral drift capacities. Based on estimates of lateral drift capacities (from the
database) and drift demands (from analysis), a comprehensive approach is proposed to determine
required wall boundary detailing by directly comparing Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) to
achieve a specified limit state with a prescribed reliability. A similar approach was developed for
shear-design of slender walls. The new design approaches address critical issues that are
currently not considered by ASCE 7, ASCE 41, and ACI 318, and provide a rational and
comprehensive design and assessment framework.
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wall length (lw). Given that ACI 318-14 does not consider all of these factors, equivalent
performance is not expected for all walls that satisfy ACI provisions, and drift capacity can vary
by more than a factor of two, and in some cases, slender walls may fail prior to achieving the drift
demand determined from ASCE 7 analysis approaches (including NL-RHA). A limited set of test
results were used to demonstrate the sensitivity of wall drift capacity to various parameters and to
identify critical parameters impacting wall lateral drift capacity. Subsequently, a database was
developed with results from more than 150 tests to develop a robust expression to predict wall
lateral drift capacities. Based on estimates of lateral drift capacities (from the database) and drift
demands (from analysis), a comprehensive approach is proposed to determine required wall
boundary detailing by directly comparing Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) to achieve a
specified limit state with a prescribed reliability. A similar approach was developed for sheardesign of slender walls. The new design approaches address critical issues that are currently not
considered by ASCE 7, ASCE 41, and ACI 318, and provide a rational and comprehensive design
and assessment framework.

Background
ACI 318-14 design provisions for slender walls are based on research that has demonstrated that
large lateral drift ratios can be achieved when compression zones in yielding regions are
adequately detailed to remain stable (e.g., Oesterle, et al., 1976). However, recent studies have
revealed that code-compliant walls may experience brittle compression failure prior to reaching
the lateral drift limits or plastic rotations allowed by U.S. design codes and standards (i.e., ASCE
7, ASCE 41). The study by Segura and Wallace (2017) revealed a relationship between wall
thickness and lateral drift capacity, finding that thin walls (e.g., less than approximately 12 in.
[305 mm] thick) may possess smaller lateral drift capacities than thicker walls that are otherwise
similar. Furthermore, it was observed that thin, rectangular sections confined by an outer hoop
and cross-ties, which is a detail allowed by ACI 318-14 at wall boundaries, may be substantially
less stable in compression than those utilizing overlapping hoops, without cross-ties, for
confinement. Drift limitations for thin walls are not currently addressed in ACI 318; instead, it is
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assumed that all walls satisfying ACI 318-14 Special Structural Wall provisions possess
adequate ductility to meet the drift demands.
Similarly, the current ACI 318 approach for wall shear design is overly simple. In the US, for
prescriptive code-based design of moderately tall buildings (< 160 ft), wall shear demand,
building base shear demand, and earthquake demand are equivalent; however, outside the US,
building codes amplify the code level wall shear demand to account for wall flexural
overstrength and dynamic amplification of shear, i.e., so-called capacity design for shear.
Research studies (e.g., Eible and Keintzel 1990) support the need for amplification of code-based
shear demand; however, there is considerable debate in the US as to magnitude of the
amplification, with values in the various international codes mentioned above varying
substantially. For example, Eurocode provisions are based on a model that assumes yielding
under the fundamental mode of response and linear response in higher modes. Where NL-RHA
is used to determine shear demand, issues related to flexural overstrength and dynamic
amplification are considered; however, models in which flexure and shear response are decoupled are typically employed, leading to questions about the accuracy of the simulated shear
demand (Kolozvari and Wallace, 2016). As well, although prior testing of coupled walls (Aktan
and Bertero, 1984) have demonstrated that a majority (typically 90%) of the shear resistance is
provided by the “compression” wall, current design practice is based on use of an average
demand over the entire wall web area in a given direction. For performance-based design of tall
buildings, new recommendations have been included in the Los Angeles Tall Buildings
Structural Design Council (2017) to address some of these issues. However, the current US
prescriptive code approach allowed by ASCE 7 and ACI 318 allows for an undesirably high
likelihood of shear-controlled response.
Recommendations
ACI 318 provisions should be modified to incorporate a Demand-to-Capacity Ratio (DCR) check
on wall drift capacity that allows for a low probability that the wall lateral drift capacity is less
than the wall lateral drift demand. Using a robust wall database, Abdullah and Wallace (2017)
developed the following expression that predicts wall lateral drift at significant strength loss:
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where δc is the displacement capacity at the top of the wall, hw is the height from the critical
section at the wall base to the top of the wall, lw is the wall length, c is the neutral axis depth, b is
the width of the compression zone, Vu is the shear demand, f’c is the concrete compression
strength, and Acv is the wall shear area. The mean and coefficient of variation (COV) of Equation
(1) relative to the database of 164 tests are 1.0 and 0.15, respectively (Fig. 1).
If the drift demand is estimated as 1.5δu with δu taken as the roof displacement for Design
Earthquake (DE) level shaking amplified by 1.5 to estimate mean demand for Maximum
Considered Earthquake (MCE) level shaking, and the COV is assumed to be 0.3 based on limited
results reported in the literature (Lin and Miranda, 2010; Kim 2016), then a “ϕ-factor” can be
applied to drift capacity to produce a low probability (e.g., 10%) of failure in MCE level shaking.
Using these values, and assuming lognormal distributions, a simple reliability study suggests that
the following relationship could be used with ϕ taken as 0.75 to accomplish this task for walls

with special boundary elements:
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If a trial design for a wall does not satisfy Equation (2), then changes to the design are required to
increase wall drift capacity and/or to reduce wall drift demand, such that Equation (2) is satisfied
for all walls in a given building. Given the form of Equation (1), analysis results for different
load cases must be reviewed to determine the governing load case that produces the lowest drift
capacity. In general, this would be expected to be the load case that includes D, L, and E, along
with accidental torsion that would amplify the lateral displacement and shear demand for a given
wall. It is noted that roof drift capacity tends to be less than the wall drift demand for walls with
more slender cross sections  lw b  15 , with relatively deep neutral axis depths  c b  3 , and





with higher shear stress demand Vu Acv  5 f c' .

Fig. 1 –Comparison of predicted drift
capacity with experimental drift capacity.

Fig. 2 Comparison of shear amplification values for NL-RHA and
code approaches

Wall shear demand can be estimated from design level forces using the approach in Eurocode 8
(see Rejec et al, 2011): Vu ,amplified  Vu ,where Vu is the code level design shear force and ε is the
amplification factor that accounts for factors such as flexural overstrength, site hazard, inelastic
response, and dynamic amplification. Amplification factors determined using the Eurocode 8
and other codes are compared to results obtained from nonlinear response history analyses (NLRHA) of RC wall buildings ranging in height from 2 to 20 stories subjected to DE level ground
motions for site classes B, C, D, and E in Fig. 2. The results indicate that the Eurocode 8
approach provides a better estimate then other approaches, and tends to modestly over-estimate
the shear demand relative to NL-RHA. The mean shear force demand for MCE level shaking can
be approximated as Vu ,MCE  1.5Vu ,amplified . Results presented by Kim (2016) indicate that COVs
for shear demand range from about 0.2 to 0.45 for a range of hazard levels (DE, MCE); use of a
COV of 0.45 is suggested here.
Shear strength as a function tensile strain in boundary longitudinal reinforcement at shear failure
can be estimated using the relationship developed by Abdullah and Wallace and presented in the
LATBSDC (2017) recommendations (Fig. 3). If mean tensile strain is less than 0.01, shear
overstrength (Vne/Vn) of 1.5 can be considered, whereas at higher tensile strains, overstrength is
reduced. Based on a review wall tests with reported shear failures, Kim (2016) also suggests
overstrength values in the range of 1.5 for a wide range on concrete strengths, with COV

Vne/Vn

generally in the range of 0.30.
Based on the information presented on shear
demand and shear capacity, along with
recommended COV values, a slightly modified
version of the LATBSDC (2017) acceptance
criterion for wall shear is presented as
Equation (3).
1.3I e Vu,MCE   s 0.9 Vne,test Vne,ACI   Vn ,ACI (3)

Where Vu,ns is the non-seismic shear force
demand, Vne,test/Vne,ACI is the ratio of the test
reported peak shear capacity to the nominal
capacity computed for actual material
properties, determined from Fig. 3, Vn,ACI is the
Fig. 3 Expected Wall Shear Strength Relation
ACI 318 nominal shear strength, ϕs is the capacity reduction factor for shear (0.75), and Ie is the
ASCE 7 Seismic Importance Factor. Equation (3) for lognormal distributions for demand and
capacity results in a probability of collapse of less than 10%.
Summary
Current prescriptive design provisions for structural walls in ASCE 7 and ACI 318 do not
provide adequate safety against collapse. A drift DCR is suggested to provide a low probability
of collapse for structural walls controlled by flexure, whereas a reliability-based shear design is
suggested to address safety issues related to shear behavior. Future work will include efforts to
refine these approaches to improve reliability and to incorporate aspects of these approaches into
ACI 318 updates.
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